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Disclosures
Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. For information on the uses and risks of options, you can obtain a copy
of the Options Clearing Corporation risk disclosure document titled Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options by calling
(312) 542-6901.
Futures are not suitable for all investors. The amount you may lose may be greater than your initial investment. Before trading
futures, please read the CFTC Risk Disclosure. For a copy visit interactivebrokers.com.
Security futures involve a high degree of risk and are not suitable for all investors. The amount you may lose may be greater than
your initial investment. Before trading security futures, please read the Security Futures Risk Disclosure Statement. For a copy visit
Interactivebrokers.com.
There is a substantial risk of loss in foreign exchange trading. The settlement date of foreign exchange trades can vary due to time
zone differences and bank holidays. When trading across foreign exchange markets, this may necessitate borrowing funds to
settle foreign exchange trades. The interest rate on borrowed funds must be considered when computing the cost of trades across
multiple markets.
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Any stock, options or futures symbols displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray
recommendations.
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Accern for Financial Services
Accern helps ﬁnancial services become more efﬁcient through its no-code AI platform that allows them to automate
workflows and generate real-time recommendations. With one of the industry’s largest collection of news and
social media sources, and pre-trained analytic models for ﬁnance, Accern has ready-made solutions to support risk
management for banks, asset management and insurance. Utilizing both AI-powered natural language processing
and predictive analytics, Accern creates workflow automation and risk management solutions for investment
research, credit lending, ﬁnancial crimes (KYC) and reputational risks, among others. Organizations can also
customize and personalize all the models, allowing them to build more ﬁnely-tuned systems for each use-case.

Key Product Highlights:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

No-Code AI Platform to automate text processing workflows for ﬁnancial institutions.
Forbes 30 under 30 in Enterprise Technology.
Specialized in Natural Language Processing and Predictive Modeling for ﬁnance.
Pre-built Models for capital markets use-case for quick PoC deployments.
Ability to Personalize and Fine-tune models for each use-case independently.
Cloud-agnostic, Fully Containerized Deployment orchestrated via Docker Swarm and Kubernetes
Flexible deployment options - Secured SaaS, Dedicated Private Cloud or On-Premise Server

How to improve your investment
research and screening factors with AI

The Unstructured Data Problem
Financial Services organizations have some of the largest collections of unstructured data that remains unanalyzed. It is
estimated that about 90% of all data collected at organizations is unstructured, majority of which is textual*. These
ﬁrms need advanced NLP platforms to systematically analyze these datasets at scale.

Preview of what the usual Textual Data Lake at a
Financial Services Organization looks like
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Traditional
Approach

Most of the time you settle
for document-level
analysis

Sentiment =

0.00

Lots of popular tools available
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Ideally

Entity = AMZN (FIGI, CUSIP, SEDOL)
Theme = Management Change
Leadership = Jeff Bezos, Andy Jassy
Sentiment = +30

Entity = CMG (FIGI, ...)
Theme = Expansion, Sales
Sentiment = +80

And on the
short-squeeze front,
the GameStop stock
roller coaster has
come to the dip.

Chipotle plans to
open 200 stores in
2021, CEO says, as
digital sales spike.

Entity = GME (FIGI, ...)
Theme = Short-Squeeze,
Stock Activity
Sentiment = -60

今日のトップニュースでは、 JeffBezos
がAmazonCEOのAndyJassyを辞任
し、第3四半期に引き継ぎます。チポトレ
は、デジタル販売の急増に伴い、 2021
年に200店舗をオープンする予定であ
るとCEOは述べています。そして、
ショートスクイーズのフロントでは、
GameStopストックジェットコースターが
急降下しました。

And then you also need
Multi-Language support

Translated to Japanese using Google Translation.
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A systematic framework to discover,
create and reﬁne entities & themes.
a.

Discover entities & themes from a data corpus.

b.

Reﬁne existing entities & themes.

c.

Create domain-speciﬁc entities & themes.

d.

Detect emerging entities & themes from streaming data.

Where, N is the size of both datasets together; bgfreq is how frequently the keyword w appears in the background dataset;
seedfreq is how frequently the keyword w appears in the seed dataset and seedsize is the size of the seed dataset.

Accern’s NLP Library

Goal: Create an entity Tesla.
Input: “Tesla tsla”
Output:
System detects and recommends
additional relevant keywords.
Findings: System is able to generate
relevant recommendations. You don’t
see “Nikola Tesla” here. There are also
Tesla products that help you improve
your Recall.

Looking for additional keyword
recommendations for “Nestle”,
given the background as “Food”.

We also get competitors
and parent companies

We used a similar framework to build a large catalog of
entities and themes with minimal manual intervention. :)

Example Use-Case:

Using theme exposure in news & blogs
as an indicator of attractiveness.
a.

Select/create the required themes and entities using the
AutoML Taxonomy framework.

b.

Analyze public news and blogs dataset for articles about
those entities and themes.

c.

Establish a baseline of chatter around each entity, theme and
entity+theme pair.

d.

Calculate the exposure using an anomaly detection or binning
method to check if an entity/theme is interesting.

www.accern.com/marketplace

